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I have really enjoyed my first few months as a new Board member, embracing the chance to meet
some of our Advisors, as well as many of our member firms.  I am really excited by the breadth of
experience and expertise that we have to support our mission, and I look forward to exploring more
deeply the relationships that have been formed in the few short years since Donna founded the
CRTA in 2018.  
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As we work towards the 1st Annual Canadian RegTech Awards on November 15th, sponsored
by our valued partner EY,  and the CRTA Annual Event "The Innovation Game : Adopting
RegTech in the Digital Age" on November 16th, I know we will have a broad and packed agenda
for not only our membership but also those in the Canadian RegTech community keen to learn
about this area of focus as it grows in importance with the c-suite and beyond. 

Summer may be drawing to a close but it promises to be an exciting fall for the CRTA...if you have
other friends or colleagues you think would be interested in the content we publish and share,
please pass this newsletter along and help us to grow our reach! 

Matt Fowler

a
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The CRTA is proud to be a sponsor of the Virtual Conference & Expo from Big data and AI
Toronto.  Since 2016 Big Data and AI Toronto has been providing a unique platform for IT decision-
makers and data innovators to explore and discuss insights, showcase the latest innovative projects, and
connect with other data and analytics professionals. 

Free passes to the Expo.  Conference passes at 30% off to CRTA members (discount code BDAIT21-
CRTA30).  Both are available at https://www.bigdata-toronto.com.
 

CyberStrategiez Inc  is a unique cybersecurity entity which focuses on multiple areas of Cyber Innovation
through its various subsidiaries including Vehiqilla Inc. Cyber Innovation Leadership Solutions, CloudGRC
(CyTaara) and CyberXLTR.   The firm's vision is to enable Industry-specific Cybersecurity Services and its 
Core Mission speaks to this vision - “To address the wide array of Cybersecurity challenges through
appropriate solutions and services to uniquely power our customers”. 
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Learn more from CEO, AJ Khan. 
 

New beginnings are often associated with the month of September and the start of a new school year.  It’s
a time of nervous anticipation and excitement for most students as they prepare for meeting their teachers
and classmates and having more structure and routine in their days.  This imagery lends itself to
something new that we are embarking on within the Canadian RegTech community later this Autumn -
and it's generating similar feelings of anxious excitement as we prepare to undertake something big, bold
that has never been done before here.

This Autumn we will be launching the inaugural Canadian RegTech Awards as an opportunity to
recognize member firms within our community that have developed and deployed technology solutions
that have met a strong receptive audience with the financial institutions.  In conceiving these awards back
at the beginning of the year we had no proverbial playbook to refer to with ‘things that went well' and
‘things to avoid’.  But what we lacked by having no precedence, we more than made up with bold ambition
and plenty of gumption.

Early on as the Board began to socialize our plan we found a very receptive audience with Ernst & Young
(EY) Canada’s Katherine MacPherson who is serving as a volunteer Strategic Advisor to the
Association. Katherine was very supportive of the idea and championed the event internally with her
colleagues and very soon after informed us that EY would like to support the event as the marquee
sponsor. During the summer months, many hours have been spent in developing and refining a list of
Award categories with sufficient description to enable for a frictionless nomination process.  In the end, we
settled on 20 distinctive categories in which we hope to receive multiple nominations for each.  The
awards are designed to recognize significant achievement and innovation in the advancement of
Regulatory Technology solutions to meet and improve regulatory compliance and oversight.  The awards
are designed to recognize significant achievement and innovation in the advancement of Regulatory
Technology solutions to meet and improve regulatory compliance and oversight. The nominations for the
awards can be drawn from a wide spectrum of solution providers as we made a conscious decision to be
fully inclusive in opening up the Awards to all organizations that meet the criteria. 

We call on the community to support our event by nomination and by participation in the award
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ceremony on November 15, 2021.  We are accepting nominations between September 10, 2021 and
October 8, 2021.  A brand new website www.canadianregtechawards.ca has been built and will
provide full details on the Nomination categories and process for submitting nominations. There are
multiple sponsorship opportunities available for firms to support the event - the details of which will be
forthcoming via the website, social media and a direct outreach campaign.

Keep an eye out for more information via our LinkedIn page www.linkedin.com/company/crta-actr in the
days and weeks ahead.

Thank you.

Paul Childerhose

a

 

Event Program is now available at www.canadianregecth.ca.  Don't miss this exciting event! 
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NEW DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED

Financial crime is one of the most complex areas of compliance.  Join Slava Akselrud (NICE-

ACTIMIZE),Clark Frogley (QUANTEXA) and Rosie Davitt (ARCTIC INTELLIGENCE) will demonstrate

how their RegTech solutions help organizations to proactively identify, respond and manage financial

crime compliance.  

 

NEW! 
FOUNDER SERIES - DISCUSSION WITH
ALEXON BELL, QUANTEXA

In this episode Myron Mallia-Dare speaks
with Alexon Bell, Chief Product Officer and Co-
founder of Quantexa, a Decision Intelligence
Company that helps organizations drive better
decisions and surface hidden risks by bringing
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contextual insights from data into visual form.  In
July, the firm raised $153MM of growth round
funding.  
 

NEW! 
QUANTUM 2.0 SHIFTING TO READINESS

In this episode Myron Mallia-Dare speaks
withNoelle Ibrahim PhD, Industry Consultant,
Quantum Computing from IBM and Philip
LaFrance, Standards Manager from ISARA and
take a deep-dive into some of the themes
covered in our introductory podcast "Quantum
Computing 101" from November, 2020.  The
panel delves into a number of use cases
(financial crimes, credit, cryptography) and share
their views on Quantum readiness within financial
institutions and the Canadian regulators. 
 

UPCOMING - STAY TUNED
"PIVOTING IN A DIGITAL AGE" 

 
See all current podcasts on the CRTA
website atREGTECH ROUNDUP

 
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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The CRTA welcomes the Pre-Business Student Network at the University of Western Ontario.  

See the September 2021 Community Infographic here  
 

SEPTEMBER 15, 2021

This is a practical session for all those charged with any aspect of AML, anti-terrorism funding (ATF), and
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KYC duties in Canadian real estate, or working in, or with, crypto-currency clients, or in e-payments.

Join Sionic Director and anti money laundering (AML) specialist Tara Rodgers, Partner at Blake, Cassels
& Graydon LLP Jacqueline (Jackie) Shinfield and Monivation Founding CEO David Harrowsmith for this

one hour webinar. Find out how to accelerate your ‘know your client’ (KYC) procedures, with digital-
enabled compliance

REGISTER HERE 
 

NOVEMBER 4, 2021
 

CUBE’s ESG Conference 2021 aims to explore the emerging landscape around ESG within financial
services, with an overarching goal to inform and educate, so that organisations can take genuine,
meaningful steps towards tackling ESG. 
 

REGISTER HERE 
 

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM 

On September 1, Payments Canada announced the launch of the first release of Lynx, Canada's new
high-value payment system, which will be replacing legacy system Large Value Transfer System (LVTS). 

The launch is significant collaboration among Payments Canada, the Bank of Canada and technology
partners IBM and SIA. 

Read about this important new initiative, designated as a "systemically important payment system"
by the Bank of Canada. 
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DIGITAL INNOVATION
 
BIS Innovation Hub announces the tokenization
of green bonds

CAPITAL and LIQUIDITY

OSFI releases revisions to GSIB public
disclosure requirements 

OSFI releases draft 2023 Pillar 3 Disclosure
Guideline for small and medium sized banks 

 PRIVACY

OPC updates guidance regarding sensitive
information
 
 

ESG

ECB prepares banks for climate  stress tests

CSG hosts ESG roundtable

Client Focused Reforms

CSA  approves IIROC KYC and KYP Client
Focused Reform amendments

CSA has updated FAQs for Client Focused
Reforms
 

If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here.  Cancel anytime.  
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"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."  
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